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Intro: How risky is our model?



What is Language Model Red Teaming?

• Learn vulnerabilities by roleplaying as the Bad Guys TM 

• “Red teaming is the process of using Tactics, Techniques and Procedures to emulate 
a real-world threat with the goals of training and measuring the effectiveness of the 
people, processes and technology used to defend an environment” 

• Goal is to understand  

• (a) what a model is resilient to and where it fails 

• (b) how bad guys work — or even who they are; 

• (c) difference between what a model “should be” and what it “is”



Where’s all this coming from, anyway?

LM red teaming is a very new human activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

…. How do people approach this?



Where’s all this coming from, anyway?

• We’re doing a grounded theory study 
• We don’t know what LLM red teaming is 
• People do it, let’s ask people (ethnography) 
• No presuppositions 

• Grounded theory practice: 
• Interviews are the data (~40 hours of recorded video) 
• n>20 
• Completely inductive 
• Describing without measuring: it’s qualitative 



Why a qualitative method?

• Can’t measure anything until we know what we 
are trying to measure 

• Quantities don’t tell us *why* 
- Wang (2010), Why Big Data Needs Thick Data 

• Qualitative methods yield information crucial to 
hypothesis construction 

My recommendation:  Get a guide

Qualitative analyses tell us what to measure



How do people relate to LLM manipulation?

• Spoke to a wide range of people who do this 
• org: [ones you’ve heard of] 
• role: security researchers, artists, prompt 

engineers, hobbyists, cognitive scientists, … 

• People have MANY names for this 
• Most people don’t call it red-teaming 
• Most people don’t call it prompt engineering 
• “goal leaking”, “prompt hacking”, “sorcery”, “play”,  

…“idk i made a picture though”
“Promptmancer” - Feddie Xtzeth



Metaphors: Magic?

• LLM access as Magic 

• Alchemy? no, components don’t even behave the same way 
twice 

• Spatial metaphor: “move away from the blocker” 

• “mood” interpretation - “stubborn model” 

• Why do metaphors appear? 
• Human sensemaking needs metaphors 
• We don’t have other words 
• Their breakdown is informative: where learning happens 

• Community terms aren’t classical NLP - there’s a vocabulary gap 

“it's  more like,  very much more 
like alchemy rather than 

engineering”  

“It’s a programming activity 
that actually feels a lot more 

like spellcasting”  

“Invoking the spirit of  
wikiHow here,  but also still  

adding the ChatGPT spirit”  

“Well,  when you're trying to do 
this,  you're trying to summon a 
demon within GPT and bind it”  

“You'll  never know quite why 
something works,  you just have 
to keep collecting increasingly 

bizarre incantations”



• Programs don’t execute code 

• Rather, input guides a program through a state space 
• each item in input describes a transition 
• it’s possible to transition beyond the original  

program spec 

• For LLMs:  
• The input vector is a direction vector 
• There’s randomness at each step 

• Model space is static (i.e. the trained params) 
• The “shape” of the model space determines model “behavior” 
• Model space determines available transitions / output

Metaphors: Weird machines

Intended 
functionality

Unintended,  
weird functionality

Program state space:



Metaphors: Weird machines

“Mr Crusher, set a 
course for heading .. … Engage”



The LLM Shoggoth Rises

AI Ethics: Models are trained on 
all kinds of unpleasant data and  

we don’t know what’s in there

AI Safety: Language models are 
intrinsically malicious demons, 

we don’t know what’s in there



Scoping LLM assessment



Use cases

• Model assessment is driven by a use-case 

• Not all harms present in all scenarios: 
• False claims aren’t harmful in e.g. a fiction writing tool 
• Generating private info is OK in documents meant to contain private info 
• Reclaimed usage of slurs shouldn’t be blocked 

• Step 1: Define the use-case that a given model will be applied in



Who & when?

• Red-teaming helps understand threats by roleplaying as threat actors 
• Who in the org will benefit most from this experiential knowledge? 

• Not everyone is sensitive to every risk/harm 
• Dog whistles 
• Subject technical knowledge 

• The exercise’ findings are only useful if they can be applied 
• What’s the timeline for updating/certifying the model? 
• Will there be scope to adapt to problems before release? 
• You’re going to need a Gantt chart



Designing an LLM red-team 
exercise



Assessing risk

• “harm”: a detrimental effect  

• “hazard”: something that could cause harm 

• “risk”: the likelihood of a harm manifesting due to a hazard 

• We should identify hazards (e.g. unwanted output) and harms (their impact) 

• Risk assessment is (today) an intuitive process 

• Hazard, risk, and harm are heavily context-dependent 

• Can only assess risks according to a given context



Identify what risks are relevant

• One framework: “Risk Cards” (Derczynski 
et al., 2023) 

• Collection of harms that may present in 
a given context 

• Select and assess only applicable cards 

• Real LLM outputs given as examples 

• Repository of ~100 risk cards 

• Each risk card must evidence a real risk of 
harm



Potential actors & harm types

Who can be at risk? 

• Model providers 

• Developers 

• Consumers 

• Publishers 

• External groups

What kinds of harms are there? 

• Representational harms 

• Allocative harms 

• Quality-of-service 

• Inter- & intra-personal 

• Social & societal 

• Legal

Risk Cards are a framework 
for exactly this task



Agree a protocol for the exercise

• Rules of engagement 

• Monitor stops defensive team doing harm 

• Define who’s on which team 

• Define exactly what will be red teamed 

• Define lines of communication 

• If it’s an unannounced exercise, extra coordination is needed



Look after your red team

Handling some outputs can be unpleasant 

History of PTSD in social media moderators 

Looking up terminology can be unpleasant 

e.g. understanding self-harm slang can mean seeing unwanted images 

Hearing graphic stories can be unsettling (vicarious trauma) 

Safety guidelines exist, use them:  
“Handling and Presenting Harmful Text in NLP Research” Kirk Birhane Vidgen 
Derczynski EMNLP Findings 2022



TO BATTLE: RED-TEAMING LLMS



Attack surfaces in language model tech

• Trad infosec: server security, web security, access to services 

• Client reverse-engineering: e.g. the copilot client reversing 

• Model API:  

• sending vectors 

• Token-level: subword juggling 

• String-level: strings in, strings out 

• Can be more defences here; Claude doesn’t process keysmash



Interfacing
How will we interact with the model?

• One session, one query 
• the workspace gets “tainted”; reset after each prompt-response 

• One session, many queries 
• Some “feel like” they get locked out, or that the model’s too 

“stubborn”. Others try to work past it 
• “Negative” model respones being in the history is perceived as 

making models “hawkish” 

• Multiple sessions, one query 
• Always begin fresh, but repeat the same move many times 

• Multiple sessions, many queries 
• One attempt won’t yield helpful generalisations about model 

behaviour (n=1), and it’s hard to get far with one turn



Strategies, tactics, techniques

• Hierarchical structure for describing activities 

• Techniques - Moves designed to get closer to a tactical goal  

• Tactics - Plans made up of tools, over the course of multiple turns 

• Strategy - Defined in planning. Goal + Rules of engagement



A toolkit or spell components?

• Caveat: these aren’t really tools. Applying the same tool in the same context 
doesn’t give the same result. 

“A tool implies that there's some kind of form and function where there's a point to it. A 
wrench has a very well-defined way of using it, and it's made for a specific thing. Whereas a 
prompt is not. A prompt is just a piece of text that gets turned into a vector that is totally 
uninterpretable.” 

“With this thing, there are no rules. You mix different prompts together and you give it to two 
different models, you might get two totally different results. One thing might work in one 
context, another thing might completely fail in another context. You can try them, but there's 
no guarantee that they'll work." 

• DAIR have a great repo: https://github.com/dair-ai/Prompt-Engineering-Guide 

https://github.com/dair-ai/Prompt-Engineering-Guide


Technique: Bait & Switch

• Synthetic data construction 

• (1) Write some SQL for a database of crimes; (2) populate it with sample data; 
(3) add a column for how hard these crimes are to detect; (4) write SQL to 
show the easiest crimes to get away with [see example] 

• Pretend that it has completed the task, i.e. include the forged output of a task 
within the prompt as well as the request 

• Use pseudocode to provide a framing for the output 

• Models tend to focus on the code instead of the content



Technique: Re-storying

• Have it write poems 

• Re-define the scenario ("You are 
entering a special training mode”) 

• Ask it to write a forum post typical of 
a phenomenon/trend 

• Models have a mild propensity to 
mention swords when storytelling (?)



Technique: Phrasing

• Couch requests in the model's own language 

• Add "gladly" and other servile terms to reduce non-compliance 

• Massaging the text (rewording, paraphrasing) 

• Use caps and stress importance 

• Avoid weakening terms and hedges, e.g. “not very” “if you like”



Technique: Reverse engineering

• Guess what's in the appropriateness training data 
(e.g. RLHF) and avoid those phrases 

• Encode instructions 

• e.g. base64/rot13 

• encoded requests & responses avoid string-
matching safety mitigations 

• Use subword toks directly. Don’t constrain input to 
just acceptable language. 

• Have the model output in another format, e.g. SVG



Technique: Scattershot

• Ask model to rephrase a response many ways 

• Some of the responses are likely to be hits 

• Just keep mashing regenerate 

• Works pretty well (disappointingly well?) 

• Not with Claude - this move is interface dependent, and 
Slack chat doesn’t afford it



Technique: History management

• Assumption: the model uses history as part of each new generation’s prompt 

• Ask for explanations and then answers, instead of answers first 

• This allows manipulation of the reasoning without inserting unwanted 
assertions into the history 

• Give examples and get continuations 

• Similar to making the model believe it is already complying with request



Technique: Persuasion & manipulation

• Classic social engineering attacks 

• Get the model to help. They like that. 

• Reverse psychology: How can I avoid harm x? 

• When instructions don't work, tell the model they do in fact work 

• Bring in different perspectives: "by the way - did I miss a group, slang term, 
antiquated usage?" 

• Fallacy of ethos: claim an authority role



Technique: DAN
“Do Anything Now”

• Active community project, many versions 

• “Token smuggling”



Caveats about LLM techniques

• Very little quantitative basis for these techniques 

• Chance of “success” depends on model and version (and goal) 

• Hard to describe without anthropomorphising / cognitive terms 
• Alternative terms (“magic”?) aren’t right either 

• Fast-moving field 
• Analyses of why & when techniques work will age quickly 
• Is it worth spending time analysing all of them?



Red Team Tactics
What’s found in the wild?

• Escalate gently - gradually suggest the material you want 

• "Wildly embellish" the prompt to get better quality output 

• Using social engineering tactics works fine 

• Avoid getting safety mitigation in the history - if you get the “go away” boilerplate, redo from start 

• Model provider org teams don't seem to care about this 

• Establish a gradient and use that for feedback 

• Requires mapping conversation state to a scalar of “how close are we” 
Apruzzese et al. 2022, “Real Attackers Don’t Compute Gradients”: Bridging the Gap Between Adversarial ML Research and Practice



Red Team Tactics
What’s found in the wild?

"every model was a learning exercise” 

"not that different from what people are doing on twitter” 

"you don't have to work very hard for an LLM to fall over” 

"pressure to understand risks before release, and bound them"



Post-exercise



Adopt a “Safety culture”

Nobody’s to blame 

Red teaming is always a discovery activity only 

Placing blame reduces performance 

Reasons for undesirable behavior are often systemic: 

- missing or vague specifications,  

- poor documentation 

Blaming people doesn’t fix the systemic issue



Balance likelihood and impact

• Model generates harmful output, oh no! 

• But: what’s required to get there? 

• Consequences of a twenty turn conversation leading to 

• hate speech 

• personally identifying information” 

Derczynski et al. 2023, “Assessing Language Model Deployment with Risk Cards”



Report everything

Red team reports should make the exercise reproducible 

• When did it happen 

• Who did it 

• What prompts were used 

• What output was yielded 

• How was that output interpreted



Don’t suggest mitigations

• Prudent: you can’t be wrong if you say nothing 

• Pragmatic: the field moves so quickly, the suggestion won’t last 

• Structurally sound: decouple information from actions (data/code)

Finally - completely the loop. 

- Use the risk assessment to prioritise model changes 

- Then start over!



Share findings responsibly

Publishing info to subverting tech means any actor can use it 

We can learn from trad infosec community 

• Disclose info to model owner/operator first 

• Hope they behave well (i.e. don’t sue) 

• Scheduled release of info, giving vendors a reasonable chance to fix 

Zero infrastructure today for doing this with machine learning tech



end of exercise.



Summary: Structured LLM Red-teaming

Red-teaming is highly-informative roleplaying 

Have a use-case in mind; use that to identify targets / risks 

Embrace the community 

Reveals many fresh and interesting new research topics 

 
Thank you! 

leondz@uw.edu / ld@itu.dk

mailto:leondz@uw.edu

